Abstract

CG Crowds have become increasingly popular this last decade in the VFX industry: formerly reserved to only a few number of high end studios and blockbusters, crowd simulation is now widely used in TV shows or commercials. In a context where budget and time constraints increase at each project, quality requirements stay the same: generate believable character animations at the microscopic level while ensuring that the overall crowd simulation stays coherent at the macroscopic level.

Golaem Crowd is an artist-oriented crowd simulation plugin for Autodesk Maya. Amongst the various tools embedded in the software, it includes a dedicated character animation engine. Golaem Crowd animation engine allows real-time motion retargeting as well as interactive motion synchronization and blending. In this paper, the motion retargeting workflow is detailed, as well as its features and how it helps solving production constraints by reducing the number of assets to create and by facilitating the reuse of assets.
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1 Introduction

Motion retargeting is the process of adapting and adjusting a keyframed or captured motion to a character with a different skeleton topology. The target skeleton topology can include a different number of limbs or bones, different hierarchies or scaled segments.

In a crowd simulation context, motion retargeting has several benefits. A same motion can be used for several character morphologies helping to reduce the number of motions to capture, process or create. It also allows reusing motions created for a specific character, in a previous show, on a new character.

To benefit from motion retargeting, the Golaem Crowd animation engine relies on an intermediate skeleton representation, hereafter named Golaem Skeleton. This new skeleton representation, detailed in the next section, needs to be created for both the source motion data and the target character skeleton. Each converted motion data is saved as a .gmo file (Golaem Motion) and the skeleton as a .gch file (Golaem Character). The following figure provides an overview of the conversion workflow:

Figure 2: Character and motion conversion workflow.

Once the skeleton and motions are converted, a Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping must be defined to specify how to replay the source animation Golaem Skeleton on the target character Golaem Skeleton. This mapping can be automatically computed at simulation time or manually created and saved as a .gmm file (Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping), as shown in Figure 3.

The Golaem motion retargeting process is inspired by the Maxis animation engine retargeting process developed for the Spores games [Hecker et al. 2008].
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Bone chains can be defined with four different types of nodes:

- pelvis: root bone of the character (only one per Skeleton);
- spine: base structure on which limbs are connected;
- limb: main part of a body limbs (arms, legs, neck…);
- effector: extremity of a body limb (fingers, jaw…).

As shown in Figure 5, these node types are sufficient to represent any kind of character morphology: e.g. human biped, horse and rider, six-legged arachnid and even a completely-geared bike.

Since a Golaem Skeleton usually defines several limb nodes, those nodes need to be tagged to differentiate them from each other and help detect which limb animation from the source should be replayed on the target. Two tags are available:

- limb body position: front / center / back, bottom / center / up, left / center / right;
- limb type: grasper / leg / generic.

Finally, each limb and effector node stores extra information for the animation retargeting:

- inverse kinematics half-plane of the bone chain: half-plane in which the intermediate bones of the chain moves;
- mirror node: when retargeting a mirrored motion on a non-symmetrical skeleton, relevant limb / effector nodes have to be mapped to their mirror nodes in the Golaem Skeleton.

Due to the amount of information required to create a Golaem Skeleton for each character and motion, there was concerns that it could slow down the process of assets creation. Thus we developed an automatic creation process. Once a character or a motion skeleton is imported in the character authoring tool, it basically takes care of every step described previously:

1. limb nodes are detected first, by searching the isomorphic branches in the skeleton hierarchy tree. Limb position tags are determined based on the world position of each limb relatively to each other. Limb type is guessed depending on the limb world position (e.g. legs are close to the ground);
2. effector nodes are extracted from the limbs;
3. the pelvis node is the lowest joint in the hierarchy that has every limb joint as a direct or indirect child;
4. spine nodes are added and mapped to the joints that are between the pelvis and the beginning of each limb joint.
The automatic creation process has been tested on many different morphologies coming from various customers, and in most cases, the result was directly usable in production. When not usable, the result can be combined with the Conversion Quality tool, to provide a helpful working base for the Golaem Skeleton creation and point out which parts must be improved. By narrowing down which nodes need to be corrected, fixing the Golaem Skeleton usually takes less than an hour.

Figure 7: Example of Conversion Quality tool feedback (here the Knee and the HipPartL require some position corrections).

3  Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping

Once a motion and a character have been converted to a Golaem Skeleton, it is required to create a Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping for this tuple. The Skeleton-Motion Mapping defines the association between the source motion Golaem Skeleton nodes and the target character Golaem Skeleton nodes (e.g. Limb node A of the source motion will be replayed on the Limb node A’ of the target character) and how to apply the motion data on the target skeleton, hereafter named Movement Mode.

3.1  Mapping

Combined with the Golaem Skeleton, the Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping is the cornerstone of Golaem Crowd animation modularity. The Skeleton-Motion Mapping allows a wide range of combinations of animations from different morphologies, as shown in Figure 8.

For example, a centaur can be animated using a horse animation on the lower part of the body combined with a human animation on the upper part; or a four-armed biped animated by using twice the arms animations of a regular biped.

Even if the Golaem Skeleton-Motion Mapping is required for each skeleton-motion combination, in most situations the source and the target skeletons are alike. Thus we developed an automatic Skeleton-Motion Mapping process based on the limb body position and type tags. The assignment is based on a score computed for each possible combination of limbs.

3.2  Movement Mode

The movement mode represents the meaning of the motion, i.e. what is important about it for expressing the desired intent [Hecker et al. 2008]. The movement mode is defined for each limb / effector node and is used to determine how the motion should be replayed when the rest pose (or neutral pose) of the source and the target differs. Two modes are available:

- Absolute mode: for each frame, the world orientation of the source animation is applied to the target skeleton, whatever the rest pose of each morphology (e.g. grasping an object with the arm);
- Rest Relative mode: for each frame, an offset between the animation and the rest pose of the source skeleton is computed and added to the rest pose of the target skeleton (e.g. mostly used for clavicles and heads nodes, especially when the source and the target rest poses have a significant different orientation).

Figure 8: Examples of different mappings of a regular biped animation applied on a four-armed biped.

4  Animation Playback

Golaem Crowd animation engine use a blend tree system containing nodes for animation playback, blending with or without synchronization, ground adaptation [Edsall 2003]... As only the animation playback node is involved in the motion retargeting process, other nodes will not be detailed here.
In a crowd simulation context, performances are critical. To be able to retarget thousands of characters in real-time, the playback system of the animation engine relies on a simplified representation of the Golaem Skeleton [Kulpa et al. 2005]. In this representation, every bone chain of the source and the target Golaem Skeletons is replaced by:

- an orientation representing the global direction of the bone chain, expressed as the direction between the last and first bones in the chain;
- a floating value representing the length of the bone chain.

The animation playback process is divided in four main steps:

1. **Apply Skeleton-Motion Mapping**
   For each limb node of the target character, the engine checks the skeleton-motion mapping to determine which source animation limb should be played. The orientation and length of the limb bone chain is determined according to the Movement Mode.
   - If the mode is set to absolute, then the source delta-from-rest-pose orientation of the node is simply added to the rest orientation of the target skeleton.
   - If the mode is rest relative, then the source delta-from-rest-pose orientation of the node is simply added to the rest orientation of the target skeleton.

2. **Interpolation**
   The previous process is done twice, for two different frames of the animation, and the results are then interpolated together. This step allows the animation engine to run seamlessly with any source animations and simulation frame rates (e.g., a 12 fps animation can be used in a 100 fps shot with no animation glitch).

3. **Mirror**
   Animation mirroring is optional. For each limb, the engine checks the target Golaem Skeleton to determine the mirror limb node. As the source animation has already been applied to the target skeleton at this step, it is not required to define the mirror nodes of the source animation Golaem Skeleton.

4. **Inverse Kinematics**
   In the previous steps, the animation engine only processes a simplified representation of the Golaem Skeleton (i.e., lengths and orientations of each bone chain). Thus, an inverse kinematics (IK) computation step is required to convert this representation to a representation which can be used for skinning and render (e.g., retrieve the position of the elbow in an arm chain). As this computation is CPU intensive, it is only done when needed, i.e., when characters are visible in the camera frustum or when the simulation results are cached.

Two different IK algorithms are used by the Golaem animation engine for two different use cases.

For the specific case of bone chains containing exactly three bones (e.g., an arm chain composed of a shoulder, an elbow, and a wrist) an optimized analytic solution is used [Kulpa et al. 2005]. In this case, the positions of the two extremities are known from the simplified representation and only the position of the intermediate bone need to be computed. It is done by:

1. computing the intersection of the two spheres centered on each bone chain extremity and of radius determined by the length of each bone (e.g., shoulder-elbow and elbow-wrist for an arm chain). This intersection results in a circle;
2. the intermediate bone position is the intersection between this circle and the IK half-plane specified for this node in the Golaem Skeleton.

For bone chains with more than three bones (e.g., a finger chain) an implementation of the FABRIK algorithm [Aristidou and Lasenby, 2011] is used. This algorithm has been selected because it is simple to implement and it distributes orientations evenly among the bone chain (contrary to the Cyclic Coordinate Descent algorithm [Canutescu and Dunbrack, 2003]).

FABRIK is a two phases algorithm that starts by a forward reaching phase and is then followed by a backward reaching part which is repeated until the target is reached or the maximum iteration count is done.
As this step is one of the highest CPU consuming tasks of the animation workflow, an IK cache has been developed to optimize simulation times. The IK Cache is computed for every FABRIK-eligible bone chain of every target Golaem Skeleton and allows using the best resolution result for a negligible cost at simulation time (the analytic solution has proven to be fast enough).

The result of an IK resolution being the same for every orientation of a bone chain, it only caches the results of the IK algorithm for different sample lengths of the chain. To properly handle bone chain scale, the IK cache stores the ratio between the sample length and the maximum length of the bone chain. Thus, sample values range from 0 to 1.

During the simulation, the intermediate bones positions are determined by interpolating the value of the two nearest samples. Even if the quality of the IK resolution is closely linked to the number of samples, internal tests have shown that 51 samples, i.e. a sample every 2% of the bone chain length, is perceptually good enough.

As this step is one of the highest CPU consuming tasks of the animation workflow, an IK cache has been developed to optimize simulation times. The IK Cache is computed for every FABRIK-eligible bone chain of every target Golaem Skeleton and allows using the best resolution result for a negligible cost at simulation time (the analytic solution has proven to be fast enough).

During the simulation, the intermediate bones positions are determined by interpolating the value of the two nearest samples. Even if the quality of the IK resolution is closely linked to the number of samples, internal tests have shown that 51 samples, i.e. a sample every 2% of the bone chain length, is perceptually good enough.

As this step is one of the highest CPU consuming tasks of the animation workflow, an IK cache has been developed to optimize simulation times. The IK Cache is computed for every FABRIK-eligible bone chain of every target Golaem Skeleton and allows using the best resolution result for a negligible cost at simulation time (the analytic solution has proven to be fast enough).

During the simulation, the intermediate bones positions are determined by interpolating the value of the two nearest samples. Even if the quality of the IK resolution is closely linked to the number of samples, internal tests have shown that 51 samples, i.e. a sample every 2% of the bone chain length, is perceptually good enough.
IK cache optimization, we purposefully focused on performances, a staple of crowd simulation.

However it is important to note that even if the IK cache was originally developed to improve performances, one of its main advantages is also that it is totally independent from the IK algorithm that is used to fill it up. So, a complementary way of using it would be to feed it with artist made animations, and thus create an artistic-driven IK cache that would offer better controllable results.
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